RKB 25
Keyboard / Bass Amplifier

1. On / Off Switch: Provides means of turning Amp On and Off.
2. 1/4" Mono Input Jack: Used with most musical Instruments. Use only good shielded cords with 1/4" phone plugs.
3. Bright Switch: Increases Hi frequencies and presence.
4. Compressor / Limiter: This control limits output to prevent distortion.
5. Gain Control: Determines amount of Pre-Amp gain.
6. Master Control: This control determines overall operating volume.
7. Hi EQ: This effects the upper harmonic range. When overdrive is used this control brings out the "Bite", sharpens and adds crispness.
8. Mid EQ: Cuts and boosts middle frequencies.
9. Lo EQ: Bottom or warmth can be increased or decreased with this control.
10. Headphone Jack: Provides output to drive a headphone set. When plugged into this jack, internal speaker is disconnected.
11. Line Out: Plug a shielded cable into the line out to drive another Amp., or to record direct. To effect this, plug cable into the input of another amp.

CAUTION: Do not remove chassis or expose unit to rain or moisture. These precautions will reduce the risk of electric shock. Service should be done only by qualified personnel.